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Studies over the past decade have reported power-law distributions for the areas of terrestrial lakes and Arctic
melt ponds, as well as fractal relationships between their areas and coastlines. Here we report similar fractal
structure of ponds in a tidal flat, thereby extending the spatial and temporal scales on which such phenomena have
been observed in geophysical systems. Images taken during low tide of a tidal flat in Damariscotta, Maine, reveal
a well-resolved power-law distribution of pond sizes over three orders of magnitude with a consistent fractal
area-perimeter relationship. The data are consistent with the predictions of percolation theory for unscreened
perimeters and scale-free cluster size distributions and are robust to alterations of the image processing procedure.
The small spatial and temporal scales of these data suggest this easily observable system may serve as a useful
model for investigating the evolution of pond geometries, while emphasizing the generality of fractal behavior
in geophysical surfaces.
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I. INTRODUCTION
Power-law distributions are characteristic of scale-free
phenomena and occur widely in nature [1]. In particular, a
hallmark of the study of self-similar surfaces (e.g., continuum
percolation theory and statistical topography) is the power-law
distribution of areas enclosed by contours of level surfaces.
This is widely observed in geophysical systems through both
connected and closed bodies of water [2–4]. Such coastlines
typically have a “rough” texture, characteristic of random
fractals [5,6].
In the past decade, celebrated papers have demonstrated the
existence of such power-law-distributed, fractal water bodies
in geophysical systems [2,3,7–9]. Importantly, these studies es-
tablished a link between power-law-distributed terrestrial lakes
and fractal behavior over large dynamic ranges. Research on
Arctic melt ponds revealed a fractal dimension transition from
isolated simple ponds to larger, self-similar interconnected
ponds, characteristic of a monoscale topographic relief [9,10].
Indeed, in recent work the level sets of random surfaces
constructed from sea ice topography data yield the observed
transition in fractal dimension, thus suggesting the advantage
of such methods in studying geophysical surfaces [11]. It is
well understood that lakes and melt ponds are climatically
influential for their roles in the carbon cycle [12–14] and ice-
albedo feedbacks [15–18], respectively. Often their locations
and temporal scales (seasonal in the melt pond case, often
far longer in the lake case) of their evolution make them
hard to observe and quantify robustly [19,20]. Characterizing
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their spatiotemporal distributions makes their impact easier
in principle to quantify because their total coverage can be
calculated knowing just the slope of their distribution and the
number of elements at a particular size.
Herein, we extend the observed spatial and temporal scales
of this geophysical fractal phenomenon to the ranges of
centimeters and minutes. Data collected from a tidal flat at low
tide in Damariscotta, Maine, show a power-law distribution of
ponds over several orders of magnitude, from 1 to 1000 cm2,
with a fractal dimension consistent with the predictions of
percolation theory (see Ref. [21]) and a reasonable correlation
length scale [9]. These statistical quantities are robust to
alterations of the image processing technique and reveal a
system statistically similar to lakes and melt ponds.
II. DATA COLLECTION AND ANALYSIS
Coastal Maine experiences pronounced tidal cycles, fre-
quently generating mudflats in its intertidal zones. In partic-
ular, Days Cove (44.03◦ N, 69.53◦ W) is a highly dynamic,
low-gradient inlet adjacent to the Damariscotta River Estuary.
While completely submerged at high tide, at low tide it exhibits
channelized flow, and the rigid, slow-draining clay-sized mud
of the flat promotes the ubiquitous formation of small ponds
on the surface of the flat [see Figs. 1(a) and 1(b)]. These ponds
are characterized by their rough edges and apparent scale-free
behavior over a large dynamic range.
Low tide occurred at 11:45 a.m. on 25 July 2015, at
which point the authors took images over pond ensembles.
Images were taken with a suspended iPhone 6 using a 5- or
10-s time lapse, at 1080-pixel resolution, from 4.5 ± 0.5 m
height, resulting in a field of view of approximately 3.3 ×
2.5 m2. Images included 8.25-cm-diam reference disks by
which the images were rescaled, and were found to have a pixel
resolution of 0.26 ± 0.03 cm; images contained O(103) ponds,
a sufficient quantity to be considered an ensemble. Uniformly
overcast skies at the time of sample greatly minimized specular
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FIG. 1. (Color online) (a) Field site at Days Cove during high
tide, (b) low tide later that day, with ponds appearing, (c) unprocessed
overhead image, 3.3 × 2.5 m2, with reference disk, and (d) processed
black (mud) and white (pond) image detecting pond coverage.
glint, permitting optimal image acquisition. Only a subset
of the tidal flat was sampled, due to the incoming tide, and
ponds below 10 pixels were ignored to minimize the effect
of measurement noise on the small tail of the samples. The
distribution of ponds showed no significant variation in any
measured statistic within the sampled areas, suggesting the
imaged subset appropriately characterizes the flat and the
absence of any large-scale gradients in the pond distribution.
Individual pond volume varied negligibly over the sampling
period, constraining the influence of seepage.
Images were processed using the MATLAB imaging toolbox;
pond areas and perimeters were found using built-in MATLAB
functions. Images were quality controlled manually to mini-
mize double sampling and potentially problematic objects such
as footprints; the final data set comprises 123 images, resulting
in O(105) ponds (precisely n = 130 751) which are generally
well captured by the image processing [see Figs. 1(c) and 1(d)].
A series of tests was run to ascertain the role that confounding
variables played in image analysis (e.g., edge effects, filtering,
or minimum pond size considered). Adaptive histogramming
was employed to improve detection of pond contours. Edge
effects were not found to be influential; ignoring ponds that
intersected the edge of the images had a negligible effect
on area-perimeter relationships but revealed an expected bias
against large ponds. These suggest sufficient pond diversity
is captured within a given image. Mirroring images and tiling
them to minimize edge effects yielded negligible effects on the
statistics as well; across several image processing strategies all
statistics were insensitive to processing details, with derived
quantities changing only up to a few percent.
III. RESULTS
Following processing, the derived individual pond areas
(a) were logarithmically binned and plotted as a cumulative





which reveals a robust power law over three orders of
magnitude (from 1 to 1000 cm2) with a slope of −0.67(±0.04),
indicating a power-law distribution with a slope (α) of
−1.67(±0.04). The data were fit for both a power law over
the 1–1000 cm2 range cited above, distributed as
p(a) ∼ aα, (2)
as well as fit for a power-law distribution with a correlation
length scale ξ [9], the maximum radius above which ponds are
exponentially scarce, distributed as
p(a) ∼ aαe−a/(πξ 2). (3)
Uncertainty ranges of ±0.04 were taken from the total
range across both fits and all image processing strategies.
Figure 2 shows the rank-frequency function plotted with both
distributions; πξ 2 is approximately 2.0 m2, or ξ ≈ 0.80 m.
This correlation length scale is consistent with observations;
very few ponds were observed at O(1 m) radial lengths.
The correlation length scale is also well separated from
the individual image sizes of approximately 3.3 × 2.5 m2,
suggesting that the images are of significant size to capture the
pond statistics.
Fractal dimension df , defined by the perimeter-area (-a)
relationship
 ∼ adf /2, (4)
was computed by scattering ponds in perimeter-area
space [9,10,21]; theoretically if the edges of the ponds are
considered as unscreened hulls for continuum percolation
clusters, i.e., the continuous lines which envelop the cluster,
their fractal dimension would be predicted to be 4/3 [9].
As seen in Fig. 3, the slope of 2/3 matches well with the
scattered data. The match between data and the unscreened
hull prediction suggests that the trapped water tends to erode
all small features protruding above the water surface within
ponds, consistent with the images upon inspection. A more
rigid surface material might possibly retain small “islands”
within the interior of ponds, thus increasing perimeter and
decreasing area and so increasing fractal dimension; the
softness of the mud in this flat causes the trapped water to
erode these island features, thus making the unscreened hull
ansatz a reasonable one.
Hohnegger et al. [10] observed a transition in fractal
dimension of Arctic melt ponds with increasing pond area,
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FIG. 2. (Color online) Rank-frequency function (f ) for pond
areas. f will have slope 1 greater than probability density function
(PDF) due to being an integral; f power-law fit has slope of α + 1 ≈
−0.67 (dotted yellow line), thus PDF has slope of α ≈ −1.67. f
fit with correlation length scale ξ ≈ 0.80 m (solid red line), which
results in an exponential tailing for large ponds. r2 for both are >0.99
over their fitting domain.
FIG. 3. (Color online) Area-perimeter scatterplot for pond fractal
dimension. The thick line is the predicted slope of 4/3 from percola-
tion theory for unscreened hulls, with an r2 > 0.85. The thinner line
is representative of a possible transition towards connected ponds
with fractal dimension df ≈ 2 in the upper limit of pond sizes, which
may not show up distinctly in this data set due to masking by the
correlation length scale.
TABLE I. Summary of major findings.a
Pond fraction ϕ 0.28
PDF slope α −1.67
Correlation length scale ξ 0.80 m
Fractal dimension df 4/3
ar2 for power-law slope > 0.99; r2 for fractal dimension >0.85.
as individual ponds are actually composed of connected sets
of smaller ponds. Towards the larger end of the ponds, the
data reported here may possibly show a fractal transition
as well; these data, however, remain inconclusive, and the
larger connected ponds may be exponentially unlikely due
to the correlation length scale. Between a single linear fit
and a two-line piecewise linear fit intended to capture this
transition quantitatively, the ratio of sum of squared errors
of prediction between the two cases was 6553/6584 ≈ 0.995,
yielding no shift in the adjusted r2; this suggests that though
visual inspection of the scattered data may suggest such a
transition, it is statistically insignificant due to the rarity of
large ponds in this data set.
The pond fraction of total sampled area is ϕ ≈ 28%,
suspected to be below the criticality threshold for most
two-dimensional percolation systems (usually closer to 1/2),
consistent with the existence of a correlation length scale
(which diverges at the percolation transition). See Table I for
a summary or major findings.
IV. DISCUSSION
The results strongly suggest a fractal pond pattern in tidal
flats similar to those found in terrestrial lakes and Arctic melt
ponds, albeit on different spatiotemporal scales and driven
by different physical processes. While additional data are
needed to determine what mechanisms drive the statistics
of this process, e.g. the correlation length scale, the data
do suggest the height of the mud is randomly distributed.
The power-law distribution is robust over several orders of
magnitude, as is the fractal area-perimeter relationship, and
the deviation from a power law at large pond sizes is well fit
by a correlation length scale effect, which is consistent with
visual inspection of the ponds and smaller than the size of
the collected images. These findings highlight the generality
of the descriptions of continuum percolation or statistical
topography for geophysical systems and may greatly enhance
the ease with which such processes can be observed, due to the
accessibility of the site, the spatial and temporal scales at which
this phenomenon occurs here, and the affordability with which
it can be measured as a result. The possibility of a connected
fractal dimension transition exists at the tail of the measured
distribution, though its existence is inconclusive based on this
data set. Statistical information is robust to alterations of the
image processing technique.
Small fluctuations in the rank-frequency function are found
in all strategies of image processing and are visible in Fig. 2;
these could be explained by noise in the data set due to a
finite sample size, to second-order physical processes (e.g.,
erosion feedback of the ponds on the surface), to edge effects
not solvable by the techniques employed herein, or to other
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unknown features of the system. The multiplicity of different
species (including mussels; oysters; horseshoe, hermit, and
other crabs; anemones; and, most prominently, small snails)
in the tidal flat may have some impact on the pond evolution,
as in Refs. [22,23]. While this type of pond distribution may
not be expected to hold in all intertidal flats, e.g., those with
steep slopes, it is reasonable to expect it may exist in similarly
classified mudflats which present conditions that could support
such pond structures, i.e., those with low slope, clayish mud,
and large tidal range [24,25].
Our results invite the potential for time series work to
understand pond evolution and its variations as a function of
the advancing tide (water volume). Employing a quadcopter,
for example, will generate larger field of view images whose
analysis could be used to investigate the effects of increasing
pond coverage, e.g., via an advancing tide, on these processes.
Nonlinear numerical modeling of the feedbacks at the mud-
pond interface may also yield useful insights into the generality
of this system’s dynamics for future application elsewhere.
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